ADS-B RECEIVER | ARF800
Radar Alignment and Accuracy toolset
ADS-B, or Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Broadcast.
Intersoft Electronics uses ADS-B data as a valuable
data source in Radar Alignment & Accuracy tools!
Because ADS-B is widely available in air space, its
accuracy is steadily improving and it can be received
and extracted very easily; Intersoft Electronics is paying
special attention to evaluation techniques of radar data
(PSR/SSR/Mode-S) versus ADS-B data!
Radar Comparator Dual is an essential software tool
for radar performance analysis based on operational
data from one or several sources (radars and ADS-B).
It uses two sources of data for the calculation of the
radar systematic errors (range, range gain, azimuth
and time biases) and accuracy measurements (range,
azimuth and timestamp random errors), all with
reference to EUROCONTROL and ICAO performance
specifications. Radar versus ADS-B data (instead of
radar versus radar) is extremely beneficial, because
of the high value of certain ADS-B data. The true
MSL-height, high update rate, and uniform positional
accuracy represent the unmatched advantage of
ADS-B. ADS-B data being subject to the specific
effects as the latency, must be processed correctly to
take into account and correct for these parameters.
The standard transponder delay deviations ±0.25μs
and ±0.5μs can also be measured and handled to
result in unprecedented accuracy and consistency
compared with radar to radar
measurements! A
number of new applications generated by comparing
radar versus ADS-B have been demonstrated, such
as continuous 24-hour monitoring of radar alignment,
precision measurement of the azimuth error due to the
distortions caused by radomes and lightening rods, and
of the azimuth bias increase for Mode-S radars due to
the antenna beam widening, the dramatic potential of
improvement of the elevation measurement accuracy
by 3D radar. The side product of the radar versus
ADS-B evaluation is an efficient method of the ADS-B
evaluation and monitoring resulting in a knowledge
database. (Read more about this in the whitepaper
”Radar Alignment and Accuracy Tool.pdf” on our
website, section ‘Publications’)

Radar Sensor Performance Analysis, as described in
EUROCONTROL documents (Sur.ET1.ST01.1000STD-01-01) indicates following requirements: “The
performance of the radar shall be verified prior to
making operational use of the radar data” and more “The
performances of the radar chain shall be re-assessed
at regular intervals. This re-assessment can be made
either by permanent monitoring (real-time quality
control) or by annual performance measurements
campaigns”. Intersoft Electronics describes this kind of
service as Level 1 Radar Performance Evaluations.
On our website, you can learn more about how our radar
specialists service ANSP’s and radar manufacturers
to meet these EUROCONTROL standards for radar
sensor performance (similar to ICAO and civil/military
aviation authorities regulations). A lot of proven
radar performance evaluations were done: monthly
evaluations for Australian Defence; SAT’s in Cyprus,
Bosnia, Belgium, Greece, USA; flight check analysis in
the Middle-East, acquisition of reference data in several
radar upgrade projects for NATO (Belgium, Greece).
ADS-B Extended Squitter (ES) is transmitted on
1090MHz according to the DO-260/ED102 MOPS.
ADS-B signals can easily be received on RF using an
omni-directional antenna which is placed at sufficient
height to avoid screening from the environment nearby
(buildings...). ADS-B can for example be received by
the SLS-antenna when this has a video output on the
radar receiver. This video signal can be connected to
Intersoft Electronics’ USB Video Recorder or UVR892
to extract the pulses and to make ASTERIX CAT021
data. Moreover, modern radars process ADS-B data on
Ethernet! In case there is no omni- channel available
on the radar receiver -or there is even no radar (yet)you can simply use a portable setup of ADS-B Receiver
(ARF800) in combination with the same UVR892.
Dependent on height and screening, a maximum
range of 300NM can be obtained, while 120NM range
is sufficient for analysis in the Radar Comparator Dual.

PRACTICAL SETUP
The Radar Alignment and Accuracy toolset is basically a portable ADS-B receiver with software
tools. It can be delivered in a pelicase with 30 meter of low-loss coax cable. Though, it can be
installed permanently in the radar chain as well for continuous radar performance monitoring.

SOFTWARE
Installed on portable or desktop computer:

ANTENNA
Portable GP-1090 outdoor antenna:

Omnidirectional, 2 elements
Bandwidth: 1070 to 1110 Mhz
Gain: 5dB ±0.5dB
Length: ca. 53cm incl. mast clamp
N-female connector

HARDWARE
ARF800
ADS-B Receiver (not required if omni channel available on
radar receiver)
Maximum input power (no damage): 10dBm
Operating frequency: 1090MHz, bandwidth 10MHz
Dynamic Range: 60dB
Operating Temperature: -40°/+60°
RF Input: SMA-female (to antenna preamplifier)
Video output: BNC female, 0-2V, to UVR892
Two DB15HD female –Power
Power Consumption: 10W
Dimensions WxHxD (mm): 125,8x49x223
UVR892+ Weather Proof GPS450
Two BNC video inputs (BNC) (no damage): 0 -2VDC
Two DB15HD female – Timing Signals and Power
DB9 female - GPS interface
USB2.0 B female (480Mbit/s high speed)
Operating Temperature: -40°/+60°
Dimensions WxHxD (mm): 25x48x245
Weight: 1.1Kg
Preamplifier and filter
Operating Frequency (filtered): 1090MHz
Bandwidth (3dB): ±12MHz
Gain: ±14dB
Noise Figure: 0.9dB
Supply Voltage: +12VdC over Coax
Power Consumption: 80mA
Maximum Input Level: +3dBm

RASS Data Handling Manager: to process the data in
ASTERIX CAT021 messages, with output to Ethernet
recording and replay
RASS Multi Radar Display 3: to display ADS-B data in overlay
with PSR/SSR/Mode-S data
RASS Radar Comparator Mono/Dual: for performance
analysis, in combination with digital terrain elevation data
(Coverage Map Calculator)
RASS Inventory tool: for trend analysis of the processed data
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